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V The Bathhouse of Low Borrow Bridge Fort, Tebay

by J.W, Anstee

In July Nr. J. Wilson and his sons were using a digger
when they struck the foundations of a building. The writer was
allowed to start on a small 'rescue' excavation almost at once

and it took several days spaced out over two months to complete
the work, The hospitality of Mrs, Wilson and her family was
much appreciated and also the assistance given by Mr. M, Wilson
in clearing rubble with the machine. My thanks are also
extended to Ron Weston for his comments on geological items.

The site, between the north-western corner of the new barn
and the southern wall of the old kitchen garden, had been scooped
out to a depth of 0.55 metres at its southern end and 0.90 metres
at the other over an area measuring 18.25 by 5.5 metres. An
extensive spread of burnt material and clay together with adjacent
wall footings had been removed from its northern half. Some
destruction had occurred several years previously during work
connected with the motorway contractors caravan park.
hr, Wilson's deeper cut luckily stopped short of the complete
demolition of some well constructed walls, it also left features
'in situ' along each side of the excavation. 1'he writer thought
that a hypocaust and stokehole were involved and inferred a
connection with the fort bathhouse known to exist a few feet

away under the kitchen garden.

Several sections were trimmed, foundations cleared to their
lowest courses, burnt and silty layers trowelled and continuations
of the walls in other directions verified by subsidiary cuts.
A lot of evidence gained from what at first seemed a difficult
situation finally coalesced to give a reasonably clear picture
of the phases interlinked within what must be only a small part
of a large building.

The subsoillwithin the area stripped in a consolidated
orange-brown mixture of small gravel, sand and clay, it normally
provides a good base for average foundation work.

The Phase 1 Buildin~

At the northern end of the excavation the main south facing
wall of the bathhouse which had been built to a width of 1.04
metres ran along a bearing of 69t° (True). Its foundation

trench and those for an integrally planned rectangular b~y or
'outshot' were dug wider than the footings that followed. One
trench had been partially filled with loose boulders and yellow
sandstone rubble forming a layer 0.325 metres thick before
regular courses of masonry were laid. In another the latter
had been bedded on a tenuous spread of pebbles. In the north
western foundation trench the builder's backfill contained fragments
of roofing tiles and yellow sandstone chippings trampled into its
topmost level, but no waste dropped from plasterers trowels was
found externally.
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Four guesses concerning the function of the outshot arose
during the work; none can be proved or disproved yet. They were:

Internal facing blocks on the best preserved stretch of
exposed wall had been cut to lengths varying between 0.33 and
0.50 metres, thicknesses r5nged from 0.15 to 0.20 metres but
widths tended to be more constant around 0.23 metres. The largest
external slab 'in situ' near a projecting corner had dimensions
of 0.93xO.43xO.18 metres which are probably similar to those of
its neighbour in the same course, a missing quoin. The lower
surface of the extant specimen still preserved the natural run
of its slightly concave bedding plane, thin flakes had been spalled
off at both ends to ensure a flatter seating on the mortar.

The Phase 1 outshot projecting 2.0 and 2.18 metres from the

slightly staggered main wall had been 4.88 metres wide outside,
enclosing three sides of a space 3.2x2.0 metres opening out into
a room or hall 3.76 metres wide. The destroyed south-eastern
corner of the outshot has been restored on the ground plan to 900 
an angle deducted from two short runs of facing projected on-
wards and the general symmetry of the building. Neither space
l>rovided clHes as to the type of floor they had once contained
but I believe that an internal offset may have once existed
immediately above the bonding course. The spaces are unlikely
to·have had underfloor heating during Phase 1.
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A porch with a large door sgt in its south wall or a smaller
one in either side wall.

a.

Two internal cross-walls were located, one was 0.915 metres
thick, a dimension contrasting with an average for the outshot walls
of 1.830 metres. Where not ripped up by recent work the footings
came to within a few inches of the modern surface; lacking off
sets below ground they were faced with regular courses of dressed

yellow sandstone blocks~bonded to a concrete core containing an 4
aggregate of local rock and yellow sandstone. The grey mortar
used as a basis appeared to be the same grade as the bedding mix
used between the blocks. Adhesion between the core and its

facings was good but no bloEks had been cut to a wedge shape for
a stronger bond. The core/ contained one anomaly, a nodule with
thick slimy white coating I,lo.tching in appearance two others found
outside the building.

l'~ethodsused in dressing the stone varied. Some blocks had
been squarea with a scabbling axe, others with a small pick struck
into each face from alternate directions to produce a criss-cross
lattice of scores about 5.0 centimetres apart. One block
finished in this way had chisel-drafted edges. Different
finishes were indiscriminately mixed when the blocks were laid
below ground but there was no evidence for the re-use of earlier
material. Judging by the amount of yellow sandstone offcuts
dumped into the core and foundation trench sub-fill, a lot of
stone dressing had been done 'on site'. For example when blocks
of unequal depth butted within the same course the thickest was
accurately recessed to take a thin subsidiary bonder that made up
the height. Several slabs of a single bonding-course in fissile
red sandstone 7.60 centimetres thick passing right through part
of the wall, still remained just above Roman ground level, on
them were bedded a few bloc'ks 0 f a thin course in yellow sandstone.
Two were cleared but neither had a ragged finish that might hint
at the former presence of external rendering.



b.

c.

d.

A latrin~7)

A shrine space

A plain alcove
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The puzzling contents of a short length of 'ditch' outside
the main wall may have some bearing on the matter. The ditch
appears to represent an unfilled portion of the foundation trenCh
judging by the debateable evidence provided by a sparse layer 9t
flat pebbles in its floor that continued under the adjacent wall
blocks. The ditch bottom contained several flat yellow sandstone
slabs 7.0 centimetres thick lying on a thin layer of rapid silt,
three of them butted edge on against the lowest course of wall
masonry. As their deposition had been deliberate they may have
acted as, or been the remains of,

a. Bases for scaffold poles

b. An erosion-proof drain base for 'eaves drip' water

c. An eaves drip channel with other water or liquid effluent
flowing in it

d. A narrow paved path

I looked for signs of a drain that might have pierced either
the south or east walls of the outshot. Unfortunately both
footings had been destroyed at critical points. The small ditch
seems to have turned or widened slightly but as there was no
perceptible difference in level along its floor the direction of
drainage is unknown. There must have been a drainage system with
outlets on the south or east side of the bathhouse as unexpected
ground there is on the lowest part of the site. Confirmatory
evidence seems to have been found several years ago by the Wilsans
in the shape of a stone-built culvert with running water about
eight fect to the east of the small ditch. In the light of these
facts alternative (c) should be underlined and it assumes an added
signifiCance when related to what followed in the ditch fill.

Above the 'flagstones' another silt layer contained distinctive
streaks of a yellow sand matching that obtainable by crushing
rotten sandstone fragments from the site in the hand. Similar
lumps topping the silt must have been debris that fell from

courses 2, 3 and 4 blocks, already eroded b~tween 'wind and water'were being chopped out prior to replacemen~vl • The wall was
immediately refaced with roughly squared chunks of local slate and
hard stone of mixed origins, by masons who left a matching spread
of chippings. The sandstone blocks of course 1, were left un
touched, their uneroded condition must have been due to burial and
the protection afforded by the flagstones. At present it is
impossible to say whether this refacing work was an isolated
repair to the phase 1 structure or is representative of a general
'face-lift' given to it at the beginning of phase 2. A sherd
of Castor ware found immediately above the masons chippings
eventually turned out to be the only stratified object found.

The Phase 11 Building

Some reconstruction of the interior was put in hand - an
act that appears to have changed the functional uses of at least
two roomsj external structures were also added. The south wall
of the outshot was demolished down to subsoil level leaving a
wide gap for easy access so that one floor could be cleared away



to the same depth preparatory to the laying of a sub-floor ot
puddled yellow clay and bou+ders, the clay found in a corner of
an adjacent room suggests that it received the same treatment.
Rounded stones were preferred, for the obvious reason that they
could be rammed into the pug more easily than flat ones, con
sequently no voids existed. Its top surface sloped down
towards the gap in the wall, passed through for several teet,
thinning out to form the lowest layer filling the north end ot a
large stokehole pit. A new south wall to the outshot was built
on the clay/boulder spread, enough remained to show it had
consisted of rough stonework butted at the west end against the

old wall in a ragge~9~oint. Set at a slight angle it must have
held a furnace flue~~ one bui~t with ~quare tiles set on edge
toresist the heat better, judging by examples brought up by the
digger. It seems reasonable to assume that two considerations
led the builders to lay a partly sloping sub-floor internally
and wall it in at an angle. They are:

a. A need for ample combustion space behind the furnace arch.

b. An intention to direct the heat flow more towards the western
side of the hypocaust beyond. The reasons for this are
not clear, the underfloor space is comparatively narrow
and a related hypocaust probably existed under the
adjacent room to the east on the other yellow clay sub
floor.

A block of red sandstone standing on one subsurface was
clearly intended to support a heated floor.· Fragments of box
flue tiles in the aesociated debris had simple diametrically
scored faces as keys for plaster.

The 'praefurnium' pit contained a thin layer of ash on the
subsoil at its southern end topped by a yellow clay spread
related to a yellow clay and boulder foundation intended for a
yard wall that is likely to have been added immediately after work
on the main building had ceased. I interpret the ash as the
remains of drying-out fires lit as soon as the hypocaust was
useable on the grounds that it is a natural thing for builders
to do before adding extraneous items. The yard wall was built
parallel to the furnace wall and its obtusely angled return lined
up with and butted onto the old eastern wall of the outshot.

Later activity (and consequent ash layers within the furnace pit)
was intense throughout the whole of Phase 2, clay added to the
rising floor as occasion demanded had been naturally baked by
·hot ash. No domestic rubbish or finds were trowelled from what.

was left of these layers other than stick charcoal from loppings
between 1.0 and 2.0 centimetres in diameter. A thick clay floor
with associated daub lumps to the west of the furnace pit can be
interpreted as the remains of a faggot shed against the southern
wall of the bathhouse on the ground that its situation ls the
most practical one in relation to the stokehole. Both yard and
stokehole were well sited to pick up the wind sweeping northwards
up the valley. There was no evidence within the area stripped of
any other building activity to the south of the stokehole yard
and no substantial wall footings were seen by the Wilsons when
they built the new barn.
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NOTES

1. It is the normal subsoil in this part of the gorge; the
thick layer of clay known to be under the adjacent fort
should have glacial origins and it appears to be confined
to that elevated spur.

2. Unmortared underpinning may have been planned as an aid to
better surface water drainage under the building.

3. The stone picked for the job was a soft sandstone of
reasonable quality, pale yellow when dry, a deeper hue when
wet. Two persons suggested that it had come from
Hutton Roof but a comparison made with·a sample from· the
quarry there suggested otherwise. Hutton Roof sandstone
is not noticeably yellow, it has a coarser more 'micacceous'
texture and tends to contain brown streaks. The bathhouse

sandstone is described by R. Weston as " A course sandstone
of the yellow/brown siliceous type bel~nging to the
I-jillstoneGrit Series (Carboniferous) - fairly local; it
forms the capping rock of the sumlllitsof the Pennine Hills
to the east of 'I'ebay,e.g. High Seat about 20 kilometres
eas t 0 f 'Iebay."

No doubt the exact source will eventually be found, mean
while an independent assessment by Er. A. Hetcalfe, an
ex-quarryman from Kirkby Stephen hints at a possible
extraction from the Tan Hill area, 29 kilometres from
Tebay. I know of no other record of its use in the Lune
Valley during the Roman occupation. A distant quarry
coupled with the fact that good building stone was available
locally and was worked then, poses the question as to why
these handier deposits were by-passed.

The Orton Scar limestones must have been exploited to
provide lime for the fort but there is no evidence for the
general use of quarried limestone in its walls, apart from
an offset course of large blocks mentioned in
1,Cml, Westmorland (p 100). 'l'hehighly fissile sandstone
used for flags or roofine work in the Eden valley is not a
suitable foundation material. Plenty of hard russet
coloured sandstone was used in the fort judging by the slabs
still to be seen in the base of its northern wall or others

re-used in the older buildings on the farm. A massive
block of it lying in the farmyard gives a good idea of what
the military masons were prepared to have transported from
a distant quarry.

Silurian slate is abundant both as loose rock and in a
quarryable form. It is dense and hard but subject to un
predictable shattering if surface material is chosen for
hammer dressing. Local scree slopes have been exploited to
provide the basic walling materials for building and' field
walls until fairly recently but the large 'blue rag' slabs
used for foundation work in the fort probably come for

quarries within one kilometre radius of the site. Slateis not not a suitable choice for a building if one intends
to lay precise courses of accurately squared and faced
blocks on the minimum mortar.
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~~y varieties of stone exist as boulders in the river bed.
TRey are difficult to dress on account of their shape and
are more suitable for use as infill or core aggregate.

4. The mortars will be analysed. I suggest that the dark
grit came from the river bed where it gets trapped within
many rock basins.

5. R. Weston's comments on these lumps describes them as being
"Carboniferous limestone much softened by being buried in
wet, pos:.:>iblyacid soil. Abundant locally, e.g. Orton Scar".
They would have been more susceptible to attack if partial
calcination had taken place beforehand, i.e. they probably
came with the lime delivered to the site.

6. Porches seem to be rare on bathhou:.:;esbut a late example
was added to the main entrance of the Chesters building
(J. Collingwood-Bruce, The Roman Wall lOth Ed. P. 92).

7. Bathhouse latrine spaces are usually much bigger than the
item discussed.

8. A similar process of erosion/corrosion maybe seen today on
countless old buildings built of stone or brick and lacking
damp courses. They are very s~sceptible just above ground
level to the cumulative effects produced by alternating
weather conditions. The added presence of an acid soil,
sewage or heaped domestic rubbish adds the final destructive
touch. Bathhouses must have been particularly difficult
to maintain in a first class condition on account of

varying internal temperatures, pools of standing water and
the effects of condensation.

9. An arrangement in common use until recently for heat
resistant surfaces, i.e. those in kilns and bread ovens.
The tiles from the destroyed furnace flue are 30.0 centimetres
square, 3.0 centimetres thick and have imbedded carbon on
one edge only. Another tile 22.0 centimetres wide was
found elsewhere.

CONCLUSIONS

The builders of the Phase 1 bathhouse seem to have shown more

than average concern over their creation. They largely ignored
local sources of stone, going to considerable trouble to procure
an easily workable yellow sandstone from a distance for reasons
which may have had less to do with technical suitability than
appearance. If an ability to resist weathering had been the
predominant factor involved, their choice was not an ideal one for
a site notorious for its inclement weather. Apart~om this, the
quality of the work was of a very high standard. It could be
inferred that the building was erected while northern Britain was
in a relatively peaceful state. One automatically thinks of a
Hadrianic dating on seeing fine well laid stonework but in this
case it would quite wrong to be hard and fast on the issue without
backing evidence.

Phase 1 could just as well have started in the late second
century or at the beginning of the next. Its masonry may not
even be typical of the greater part of the unexcavated building,
but I consider this possibility to be unlikely.

F~om the evidence found the appearance of the buildins may
be depleted with some conviction. Its precise pale yellow stone-
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work contrasted vividly with thin red/brown bonding courses
every few feet vertically and a roof tiled red in places.

Apart from the outshot portions of two rooms have been
identified, the presence of a third inferred and it is surmised
that evidence for at least one other stokehole and its

associated hypocausts ought to exist within the unexcavated part
of the Phase 1 building. (See drawing relating the 1893
'excavations' with those of 1975)

The bathhouse was probably of a considerable age when part
of its wall was refaced with rough stone to repair the ravages
or erosion. This mayor may not have been done at the same
time as a major reshuffle of amenities carried out at the
beginning of Phase 2 involving a yard and re-sited stokehole with
its attendant 'caldarium' and/or 'Sudatorium'. If they do
equate the single stratified sherd found suggests that Phase 2
starting mid to late third century had a long and active life.

Hone of the yellow sandstone blocks have visibly survived
in any later buildings or wall in the valley, their friability
would have made them ideal source material for conversion into

floor-sanders, the known fate of much sandstone from the
Ambleside fort.

It may well turn out that the history of the Tebay bathhouse
does not automatically equate with that of the fort. The rescue
excavation has produced hints that its construction may have been
motivated to produce not just a functional building but one with
an extra visual appeal deliberately at odds with the untamed
beauty of the flanking fells. Framed within a confined valley
it must have also stood out in relation to the relatively drab
fort behind, as a focus for the attentions of and possible use
by all human traffic on a main route to the North.
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ADDENDUM

Just prior to the publication of this report two develop
ments enabled the fragmentary ground plan of the building to be
extended.

Early in 1976 the excavated area was enlarged by a few feet
on it's northern and western sides. The most important feature
found consisted of a line of five yellow sandstone blocks laid
without mortar on a rough footing set in the foundation trench of
the Phase (1) building, before the trench was filled in by the
builders. As it was not bonded to the main wall and the top
blocks were in pristine condition, I believe it to have been an
afterthought built with stone left over from the main
constructional work. This small 'wall' was not intended to

support a heavy superstructure but may well have been the base
of a timber framed shelter.

The bathhouse wall at this point included many red sandstone
slabs set lower than the bonding course already identified.
As this stone has better fire resistant qualities than the
yellow variety, it s use coupled with the presence of a minor
external structure suggests the existence of another stokehole
and furnace arch nearby.

In the repqrt of the 1883 excavations published in
C.W.I. Vlll, a site plan by A. Hoggarth of Kendal is reproduced.
rs-it includes minute drawings of the trenches then dug in the
area of the bathhouse it seemd pertinent to try and relate them
to the 1975/6 work. A search was made for the original drawing
in the offices of Messrs. Hoggarth, estate agents of Kendal,
but to no avail. As a last resort the published specimen was
tackled with a powerful magnifying glass and fine dividers.
Results more than exceeded expectations: one item was accurately
positioned and two others placed with an estimated error of a few
inches.

(a) The southern wall of the yard is finally defined
throughout its entire length.

(b) Its western wall and entrance are placed fairly
accurately.

(c) The position of an 1883 trench within the
kitchen garden is estimated, it s contents are
described in the original report as "a pavement
of bright red concrete (pounded brick) with a
raised border round it", measuring six feet by ten
feet six inches. As these dimensions match the space
within the 'outshot' found in 1975, and the bath or
tank floor seems to be exactly on the opposite side
of the building to it, it may be inferred with some
confidence that the bathhouse is not less than fifty
four or fifty-five feet across on a north/south axis.
(See fig. 5)
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